WHO AM I?

I'm from Syracuse, NY and am currently a sophomore studying Political Science with minors in Community & International Development and Agroecology. If re-elected, this would be my second term in Senate.

WHY AM I RUNNING?

I'm passionate about the projects I choose to pursue in bettering both my communities and environments in which I'm a part of. I would love to continue this representative work into my junior year!

WHAT HAVE I WORKED ON?

I’ve had the privilege to work on a number of meaningful projects. These have included:

- Fighting food insecurity via establishing a meal donation program that targets and prevents food waste from dining halls
- Advocating for sustainable and beautifying landscape projects across campus
- Sponsoring a resolution aimed towards improving public safety of students

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

In a second term, a few projects I would look forwards to be able to work on:

- Expanding the availability of outdoor seating on campus
- The creation of more pollinator friendly landscape improvements and new gardens
- Further connecting the working relationship between SGA and City Council
- Working with heads of departments to see student input taken for future class offerings
- Advocating for pedestrian safety improvements on cross walks / traffic calming designs

Have project ideas or issues you want addressed? nathan.reeder@uvm.edu